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Further, another big complexity which I see in Obermeyer is how their products are positioned in the market
versus their operating model. Production planning for short-life-cycle fashion products? After implementing a
schedule based on our working methods we had a very strong and competent order of who was doing what
part of the paper and how we were going to present our material to the class. We decided that risk would be
minimized by producing the smallest allowable amount during the first production run due to the lack of
information. The Fashion Industry is extremely competitive, as well as trendy. Since this number did not sum
to 10,, we multiplied the standard deviation by a scaling factor, k, and solved for order quantity 10, units
across all designs. Recently, the company has faced increased competition from other winter apparel makers,
namely Columbia Sportswear. Hong Kong vs. Risk is measured by price, uncertainty and demand level. How
to cite this page Choose cite format:. The second main issue to consider is whether to source in Hong Kong or
China. Thus a number of factors to consider while deciding which styles to produce first would include:
Demand uncertainty: o It is much safer to start with products that have the lowest variance in demand. The
seduced brand production is the safest choice. At the same time, Obermeyer production cycle is very long
which is making it nearly impossible to adapt to the market. A good decision would result in minimizing the
order cycle lead time necessary to produce the ski wear and have it delivered to retailers in time by
establishing a method that would ensure each prediction as a personal decision making process and not the
thoughts of a few strong-willed individuals. We trust our committee to be at least fairly accurate in their
predictions, especially since Wally took steps to gather many separate estimates from a panel experts in a
manner that prevented groupthink. This joint venture allowed Obermeyer to manage supply and production
operations in Hong Kong and China. Over the years, Sports Obermeyer has developed into a dominant
competitor. Once the risk levels of each item were determined, the quantities of items to be produced in first
and second production cycles could be calculated with least risk. By redesigning the parkas to standardized
zippers and eliminating downtime for specialty items and non standard zippers, a 30 day lead time is saved.
The other two combinations are assumed to create mismatches between supply chain and products. Every
value below 0. Anticipated order quantities have been calculated for stock required however both factories
have indicated lead times and these are to be calculated to eliminate stock-outs. Sport Obermeyer forecasts an
annual demand for its product and as a result supply channel partners need to undergo change to develop and
deliver new product lines annually. The appendix shows the resulting orders. This is the type of forecasting
relevant to the Obermeyer case. Thus it is crucial for Obermeyer to be in touch with the consumer. We wanted
to use a formula that took into account the average forecast as well as the standard deviation - in other words,
we wanted to account for both the expected demand and the uncertainty. Processes and Strategies A ski jacket
being distributed in the U. This suggests why the minimum lot size is greater in the mainland factory. A
typical production cycle takes almost 9 months to complete- from the trade show in Las Vegas to the
beginning of the ski season, and cutting down on 60 or 90 day lead times on zippers might allow Sport
Obermeyer to customize their replenishment holdings to make sure the popular items can be replenished in the
stores. It is anticipated that a two years lead time of planning and production activity must take place prior to
the actual sale of products to consumers. The lead time is dramatically saved by identifying instances where a
particular fabric or insulation is shared across other products and taking the opportunity to procuring bulk
orders at the end of one season in readiness for the forthcoming season. Note that in Hong Kong, this risk is
much less dire since he can order in unit blocks. Thus increasing their reactive capacity will allow Obermeyer
to invest more heavily in styles that are in demand and minimize their loss in styles where the demand is lower
than expected. Currently, Sport Obermeyer is trying to respond to the demand pulls, by making a wide variety
of parkas to attract every buyer. Analysis From the sales predictions that the six managers forecasted, a
coefficient of variation COV was determined, which indicated the level of spread of the forecasted data.


